Hyperreflective foveal lesion observed with optical coherence tomography in cases of epiretinal membranes with a firm foveal attachment.
To report the optical coherence tomography (OCT) findings of the firmly attached foveal area and to investigate the functional results and predictive values in correlation to the degree of firmness of the foveal adherence of the epiretinal membrane (ERM). We retrospectively reviewed the medical records regarding 167 eyes of 166 patients who underwent vitrectomy for the removal of the ERM between January 2009 and December 2012. We evaluated the degree of foveal attachment in all the patients based on the surgical video and reviewed the OCT images. The main and secondary outcome measures were OCT findings including the presence and the size of a highly reflective lesion, visual acuity, and the mean duration of the ERM before surgery. An abnormal highly reflective lesion was observed beneath the ERM in the foveal area. We termed this type of finding a "hyperreflective foveal lesion" (HFL). This HFL was present in 22 of 23 eyes (95.7%) with a firm foveal attachment (FFA) and in 2 of 144 eyes (1.4%) without an FFA (P < 0.001). The HFL showed a sensitivity of 96%, specificity of 99%, positive predictive value of 92%, and negative predictive value of 99%, as a predictor of FFA. The mean duration of the ERM before surgery was significantly longer in the group with an FFA than in the group without an FFA (P = 0.029). Regarding the degree of firmness of the adherence in the eyes with an FFA, the group with a greater degree of firmness had a larger HFL as observed with OCT before surgery (P < 0.05). The visual acuity in patients with an FFA was significantly lower than that in patients without an FFA after surgery (P = 0.031). Visual acuity after surgery was significantly lower in patients with an FFA. The presence of an HFL in the OCT demonstrated a high predictive value for firmness of the foveal attachment. The size of an HFL in the OCT was associated with the degree of firmness and allowed us to predict inner and outer retinal damages after surgery.